In restless legs syndrome, during changes in vigilance, the forced EEG shifts from alpha activity to delta or high alpha may lead to the altered states of dopamine receptor function and the symptoms.
RLS cases may carry a genetic vulnerability called EEG alpha activity gate dyscontrols which appear during changes in vigilance and generally during sleep. It is triggered by forced EEG shifts either from alpha activity to delta or high alpha. Expressions of alpha activity gate dyscontrols may have a gate effect that trigger a second vulnerability-dopamine receptor specific individual sensitivity (DRSIS) and this leads to a deficiency in dopamine transmissions at diencephalospinal dopamine system (DSDS). Due to altered gene expressions in states of dopamine receptor function, DRSIS EEGs and RLS symptoms may be interpreted as follows: A. Disinhibition state is alpha activity gate dyscontrols induced inhibition of DSDS inhibitory dopamine modulations. Dopaminergic disinhibitions inhibit inhibitory interneurons of sensory and motor nuclei neurons that are involved in RLS. These sleep sensitive inhibitory interneurons possibly have GABA-ergic functions in sleep. (I) DSDS thalamic neurons' disinhibitory effects in thalamus on GABA-ergic interneurons of: (a) Intralaminar nuclei non-discriminative sensation neurons at thalamocortical premotor network leading to symptom of "a sense of urgency to move" generally referenced to legs.(b) Reticular thalamic nucleus (RTN) neurons. At polysomnography,during NREM sleep, disinhibited RTN neurons show alpha activity gate dyscontrol 1. These are recurrent subtypes of CAP in alpha band (7-12 Hz) pointing a difficulty in shifting to subtypes of CAP in low delta bands (0.25-2.5 Hz) and sleep fragmentations.(II) Supraspinal disinhibitory projections from DSDS thalamic neurons on GABA-ergic interneurons of: (a) Sensory neurons at posterior horns of spinal cord leading to dysesthesias, generally referenced to legs.(b) Medullary-reticulospinal neurons and by way of independent spinal rhythm generators on motoneurons leading to periodic limb movements in sleep.B. Activation state is an increase in symptoms. Sensory intralaminar and motor pontin nuclei neurons are in fact excitatory but are disinhibited in RLS. Due to altered gene expression, these neurons begin to perceive 'disinhibition' as reduced inhibition. Their glutamate receptors may activate deficient dopamine transmissions on RTN leading to alpha activity gate dyscontrol 2. This implies a failure in preventing shifts to frequent subtypes of CAP in high alpha and low beta bands (12-13 Hz) resulting in an increase of sensorimotor symptoms and appearance of motor restlessness, behavioral arousals and insomnia. C. Inhibition state is spontaneous relief from sensorimotor symptoms. Short or long-term synaptic plasticities of dopamine receptors towards activations initiate negative feedbacks from inhibitory interneurons. They are supported by inhibitory dopamine modulations- alertness and some awareness generally with regular high alpha EEGs, supraspinal inhibitions and a reverse movement pattern of PLMS during standing up and continuing to walk.